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3. MONTE CARLO METHOD AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 

In the previous chapter the problem of this study was formulated as 

follows: (i) how robust is the LISREL-procedure against small sample size? 

(ii) how robust is the LISREL-procedure against non-normality? Our approach 

to both parts of the problem has some common and some specific elements. 

The general approach, both for the small sample and the non-normal case, 

is described in sections3.1 and 3.2. The specific research design for the 

small sample case can also be found in these sections, while the tech

nical details for the non-normal case are elaborated in chapter 6. The 

results of most Monte Carlo studies end up with a huge amount of numbers. 

Several decisions have to be made how to handle these numbers. In section 

3.3 an outline is given of the bases of our decisions in order to effect 

that the reader gets answers to the questions posed, while at the same 

time he is not overwhelmed with results. 

3. 1 Basic procedure 

As stated in section 1.3 we do not try to get answers to our 

questions by means of an analytical solution method because of the 

difficulties encountered. Instead an empirical solution method is chosen 

for, known in literature as a Monte Carlo method. One could also describe 

our work as a simulation study, but several others (e.g. Kleijnen, 1974, 

p. 12) prefer to define simulation as experimenting with a model over 

time. In that sense this study is a Monte Car lo study , and not a 

simulation study. 

Here the Monte Carlo method is applied in the area of di st ribu

tional sampling in order to study the robustness of some statistics 

(estimates for parameters, for standard errors and for goodness of fit) 

against violations (small samples, non-normality) of the underlying 

assurnptions. The main feature of the Monte Carlo method in this area 

is to take a specific number of samples of given size from a specified 

probability distribution. 

Clearly, at this point f our questions have to be answered. 
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(i) What is the probability distribution from which to take samples? 

It is recalled (see chapter 2) that by using LISREL it is assurned 

that we have a sample ~(N x k) from a multivariate normal dis tri

bution. However, for the maximum likelihood estimation and the 

assessment of goodness of fit for most problems only the sample 

covariance matrix ê (k x k) based on Z is essential. Regarding 

the small sample case there are now two possible probability 

distributions from which to sample. First, from a multivariate normal 

distribution data samples ~ are attained, from which sample co

variance matrices can be computed. Secondly, there are procedures 

which make use of the Bartlett decomposition of a Wishart matrix 

(see Kshirsagar,1959) for the generation of random covariance 

matrices . These lat ter procedures take more or less directly sample 

covariance matrices S from a Wishart distribution with one of its 

parameters E. See Odell & Feweson (1966) and Browne (1968) for a 

theoretical discussion, and Linn (1968) or Scott & Fleishman (1978) 

for a Monte Carlo application . The Wishart sampling procedure is 

computationally more efficient than the multinormal sampling 

procedure . 

Despite its advantages no Wishart sampling was applied, for 

two reasons. The main reason was that even for the non-normal case 

it turned out that the use of transformed samples from a mul ti

variate normal distribution would be appropriate, where existing 

Wishart sampling certainly was not . In order to have basically 

the same sampling procedure for the small sample case and the non

normal case, our decision is obvious. Secondly, at the time we got 

acquainted with Browne (1968) we already had a ready made program 

for the generating part of the study . Because of the relatively small 

extra ga in in computer time given the total time needed for the 

whole study, no Wishart sampling procedure was programrned. 

Thus, if the small sample case is handled,the probability 

distribution is a multivariate normal distribution with a 

specified (population) covariance matrix ~. The specification of 

E results from the structural equation model chosen to be studied. 

The model choice for small samples is discussed in section 4.1. 

In chapter 6 it will be seen why and how we shall use (transformed) 
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samples from a multivariate normal distribution with an (adapted) 

covariance matrix L*. The model choice for the non-normal case is 

handled in section 7.1. 

(ii) What is the sampLe size, denoted by N ? 

Sequential decisions are discussed in sections 4.1,4.3 and 7.1. 

(iii) How many samples denoted by NR (number of replicationsJare taken? 

The number of replications is of importance for the accuracy of 

results, and should ideally be the same for the different kinds of 

problems studied. Again, the reader is referred to sections 4.1,4.3, 

and 7.1. 

(iv) By means of which sampling procedure are samples of size N taken 

from a .multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix ~ ? 
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While the final answers to questions (i), (ii), and (iii) are 

postponed, the sampling procedure will be discussed in the rest of 

this section. 

For the main computations in this study a CDC Cyber 74/18 

machine was used, for a smaller part a CDC Cyber 170/760 was of 

quick help. The first step of the Monte Carlo work involved the 

generation of multivariate random deviates from a multivariate 

normal distribution with covariance matrix L. For this purpose a 

computer program SIMLISwas written in Fortran by the author. 

In SIMLIS the IMSL-routine GGNMS was used to generate N 

vectors of k multivariate normal deviates, distributed with zero 

mean and covariances ~ (IMSL, 1982, Vol. 11). Important for this 

generation process is the GGUBS-routine, which is the basic IMSL 

pseudo-random rtumber generator (discussed for example in Lewis, 

Goodman & MilIer, 1969). 

The generation process will now be treated in small detail. 

GGUBS is basic to the generation of N x k univariate normal random 

deviates with zero mean and variance one, which ean be done by 

using the IMSL-routine GGNML. Let these normal random deviates 

be the elements of X (N x k). In order to obtain a sample from a 

multivariate normal distribution with a speeified eovarianee 

structure, ~ is decomposed by a Cholesky faetorization (using 

IMSL-routine LUDECP) into ~~', where ~ (k x k) is a lower triangular 

matrix. The required muLtivariate normal random deviates are now 
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given by ~ = ~b' (N x k). From the expected value of ~'~ it can be 

seen that it equals the population covariance matrix: 

E(~'~) = E(b~'~) = bE(~'~)b' = b!b' = ~. 
More information about the generation procedure can be found in 

the IMSL-manual, previously referred t~. There, details can be found 

about the accuracy of the pseudo-random number generator GGUBS basic 

to our Monte Carlo results; also relevant literature is mentioned. 

In the foregoing the sampling procedure for one replication 

(given N, k and ~) is described, resulting in one sample ~. For more 

samples (N, k and ~ being the same) the procedure is repeated NR times. 

It can be safely assumed that the sampling results are independent 

of each other. Note that for the small sample case independence 

between the results of separated problems (different modeis, 

different sàmple sizes within a model)was ultimately secured by 

choosing different starting-values (SEED-values) in the generation 

process for each problem. 

In generating random deviates we did consider the possibility 

of variance reduction techniques (cf. Kleijnen, 1974, chapter 111), 

but an application of one of those techniques does not seem to be 

very appropriate here. The purpose of a variance reducing technique 

is to re duce the variance of an estimator by replacing the original 

sampling procedure by a more sophisticated one that leads to the 

same expected value but with a smaller variance (o.c., p. lOS). In 

our case the estimators are estimators of covariances and the original 

sampling procedure is that of random sampling from a multivariate 

normal distribution. The goal of this study is not to 'collect 

estimates of covariances with as small a variance as possible, which 

for example could be done with antithetic variates. Our research 

goal is tó study the effect of small random samples and non-normal 

random samples, without reducing the variances of the estimates in 

such samples in an artificial way. Moreover, the effect of a variance 

reducing technique on the final results would have been far from clear 
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g~ven the complicated intermediate step_s. The only advantage would have 

been a r ·elatively small reduct:idn of the total computer til'!e , but that 

~s a possible side effect and n,o;t the purpose of such techniques. 

3. 2 Erom random deviates to thè LISREL-anaZysi s 

Once N x k random deviates have been generated and a matrix Z has 

been obtained, its sample ~ovariance matrix ~ (which mayor may not be 

transformed to a correlation matrix) is computed with the SIMLIS-program. 

The final results of the data gene rating process are NRS (number of 

repZications in stock) covariance matrices ê; the matrices ~ are not pre

served, but the covariance matrices S are, and they will serve as the 

input for the LISREL-analyses. 

A note should be made about the number of replications in stock. 

At least for some problems it could be expected that some sample co

varianee matrices S would not lead to a successful LISREL-solution. 

A LISREL-analysis can fail for different reasons, e.g. for reasons 

of slow or no convergence. If, for an input matrix ~, the analysis 

was not stopped by IND = 0 (normal termination; see Gruvaeus & Jöreskog, 

1970) no LISREL-results for this specific S were available and the 

analysis of the sample covariance matrix generated next was started. 

Care was taken that always a fixed number of replications NR < NRS 

was analyzed . This procedure makes that for different problems the 

results are always comparable with respect to the number of replications. 

Throughout the planning of this study at least 100 replications 

were analyzed. This made it necessary for us to adapt the LISREL-III 

program, originally developed by Jöreskog & Van Thillo (1973) and 

by Jöreskog & Sörbom (1976b).The adapted version called LISREP makes 

it possible to complete NR analyses successfully in one computer run. 

In order to save computer time the true values of the parameters 

to be estimated were chosen as starting values for the iterative 

maximum likelihood solution, thereby exploiting the advantage, 

compared to the customary use of LISREL, that in a Monte Carlo study 

these true va lues are known . 

For each problem the average computer time needed for a LIS REL

analysis is available, though not published here. We did not keep 
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track of the number of iterations needed for each analysis, but we 

recorded the number of analyses th at could not be finished within 250 

iterations, which was the maximum allowed by the program. 

This section can be summarized by saying that given a specified 

model with population covariance matrix E and given NRS generated sample 

covariance matrices ~, a LISREL-analysis according to that specified 

model was successfully performed on NR of the matrices §. 

3. 3 Assessment criteria for estimates of parameter s , standard er r ors , and 

goodnes s of f it 

For each replication the output produced by LISREP consists of the 

parameter estimates, the estimates of their corresponding standard . error 

and an estimate for goodness of fit. 

Although the researcher has many options to get more printed output 

(cf: Jöreskog & Sörböm, 1978, p. 56 ff.), these estimates are of major 

interest to an average user of LISREL. 

Af ter a successful analysis of NR replications with a model in which 

s parameters have to be estimated, the final result will thus be: NR x s 

parameter estimates, NR x s estimates of standard errors,and NR estimates 

for goodness of fit. 

The last step in our investigations is to give the reader information 

about the behavior of these estimates . Earlier (page 21) it was stated that 

our emphasis will be on a comparison of the theoretical sampling distribu

tion of the estimators with their empirical sampling distribution based on 

NR replications. A Fortran program called DISLIS was written by the au thor 

to condense the results into distributional statistics and graphical infor

mation in order to make the comparison of distributions as easy as possible. 

Here, several decisions had to be made. The rest of this section contains 

a discussion of the kind of comparisons that were made and further charac

teristics of distributions that might be of importance. At the same time 

some notation is introduced for the headings of tab les and figures throughout 

the study. 

Furtheron it is specified what results will be presented in chapters 4 

and 7, and how they will be presented. In evaluating the results of the 

research, these assessment criteria form. the basis of our conclusions. 
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Before discussing the criteria in a systematic way some preliminary, general 

remarks are made . 

Given the large amount of information contained in the results drastic 

reductions cannotbe avoided. Criteria for deciding whether results for a 

specific model are presented or not will follow. Readers who are unsatis

fied by the decisions taken, can, on request, get more detailed information 

about every model that was studied. However, even those results would still 

be limited in the sense that they consist only of characteristics pri

marily thought to be of importance (see Boomsma, 1982b). If one would be 

interested in characteristics which are not part of the printed output 

of DISLIS, in principle the NR x s estimates of parameters and standard 

errors and the NR goodness of fit estimates can also be made available. 

The body of results is reflected in nine basic tab Zes , which will 

be described and discussed below. Besides the information contained in 

these tables other characteristics of the empirical distributions of the 

estimates were calculated. Some of them will be considered in the rest 

of this chapter; they have a low priority in common. If the results in 

the basic tables are such that further information is necessary, or if 

something occurs which makes additional characteristics interesting, 

attention will be paid to these extra features. 

The nine tables each deal with a specific type of information, as 

the following overview shows. 

Type of information contained in nine basic tab Zes 

a. non-convergence and improper solutions; 

b. bias of parameter estimates; 

c. bias of estimates for standard errors; 

d. confidence intervals for parameters; 

e. confidence intervals for the mean of standardized parameter estimates; 

f. normality test for standardized parameter estimates; 

g. dependencies among parameter estimates; 

h. dependencies between parameter estimates and their corresponding 

standard error; 

i. the chi-square statistic for goodness of fit. 

In addition, in section 3.3j some of the graphs used in this study are 

mentioned. 
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Although most tables (b through f, i) and graphs give direct information 

about the degree of robustness against small sample size and non-normality, 

others are primarily intended to give information about non-convergence and 

improper solutions (table a) or to clarify relations among and between 

certain estimates (g and h). The degree and direction of the latter depend

encies should serve for a better understanding of those tables and graphs, 

the only purpose of whi ch it is to show the effect of assumption violations. 

If the reader is primarily interested in the concLusions of this study 

he may well skip the rest of this chapter and turn to the separate summaries 

for each model in chapters4 and 7, or to the general conclusionsat the end 

of these chapters . The rest of this section contains a detailed justification 

foreach of the tables and graphs summarized above. 

In general the func tions in the tables were chosen in such a way that 

an entry means: there is at least a substantial difference between empirical 

and expected values . Blanks are entered if such a difference was not detected. 

3. 3a Non - conver gence and imp rop er soLutions 

(ij non- conver gence 

Earlier (page 27)it was indicated that all results are based on 

samples ê leading to a convergent maximum likelihood solution within 250 

iterations.Therefore,all tables and graphs need a conditional interpretation: 

they are based not on strictly random samples ê, but on the first NR=lOO 

or NR=300 among a given number of random replications in stock (NRS), 

which led to a convergent solution. Since the asymptotic theory holds for 

the total set of random replications, including those which do not converge 

within 250 iterations, the restrietion to a subset of converging repli

cations is theoretically unjustified. It could imply that we are dealing 

with a biased sample of size NR from a specified Wishart distribution. 

There is little choice, however, if we want to study the robustness of 

LISREL with all its "restrictions" (criterion of convergence, maximum 

number of iterations) imposed. Of course, the maximum number of iterations 

could be raised, but it is uncertain whether extra iterations would lead 

to a genuine maximum likelihood solution. This is all the more questionable, 

because the known population parameters are used as starting points for 

the analysis. Instead of raising computer time with extra iterations it 
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seems more reasonable to learn to live with the subset of converging 

replications . 

In this study inforrnation was gathered about the frequency of non

convergence. In chapter 4 it will be noted that some of our recomrnendations 

with respect to sample size are partly dependent upon the occurrence of 

non-convergence, because it frequently shows up with small sample size. There

fore, information about this phenomenon is given in terms of percentages of 

occur~ence arnong a given nurnber of replications. It is recalled th at LISREP 

analyzes new replications until NR convergent solutions are found. If there 

are x non-convergent replications before the NR-th convergent replication 

is found, the percentages given in the tables are 100 x/(NR+x). 

(ii) improper solutions 

A second, but not less serious problem is that of negative estirnates 

of variances (in factor analysis similar issues have been discussed under 

the term "Heywood cases"). The occurrence of such improper solutions has 

been discussed by Mattson, Olsson & Rosén (1966); see also Jöreskog (1967). 

A detailed discussion of the phenomenon Ln maximum likelihood factor 

analysis is given by Van Driel (1978). 

Theoretically and practically negative estimates of variances are 

unattractive. How should they be interpreted? What can be done about them? 

It should be noted that such questions are not restricted to structural 

equation modeling. Similar problems are weIl known, e.g. in the estimation 

of variance components (cf. Scheffé, 1959 ,p.228 f.; Verdooren, 1980). 

In practice improper solutions rnight be caused by misspecification 

of the model, but that cannot be the case in this Monte Carlo study. 

Given our Monte Carlo design there are at least three strategies in 

dealing with sample covariance matrices which lead to improper solutions: 

1) include replications with improper solutions; 

2) exclude replications with improper solutions; 

3) given a number of negative estimates of variances within a specific 

replication, fix the corresponding parameters to zero or to small positive 

values, and reanalYze the same replication under the modified model. 

Each of these strategies has its own disadvantages. The third strategy, 

for example, cannot be followed in a Monte Carlo study, because it would 
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lead to the impossible task of comparing different models within NR 

replications. Moreover, it would bias the comparisons between different 

sample sizes. Theoretically the inclusion strategy seems to be most 

attractive, because it comes closest to a full set of random replications 

(non-convergent ones are excluded). Compared to the inclusion strategy 

the exclusion of improper cases means that the sampling distribution 

of S is more different from a Wishart distribution. On the other hand, 

the disadvantage with inclusion is that the estimates are not maximum 

likelihood estimates, 50 the asymptotic theory cannot apply to them. 

The question is where and to what extent inclusion leads to different 

results compared to exclusion. Therefore, differences between these 

two strategies are investigated under Model 1 for N=50, 100; for details 

see section 4.2b. 

Although no strategy is perfect it was decided to incZude improper 

soZutions for all the models under study. This decision was made before 

inspecting the results of the comparisons just mentioned. 

The frequency of occurrence of improper solutions will be presented 

for each model at the beginning of the results section, af ter reporting 

on non-convergence. Apart from percentages of negative estimates of 

variances among NR replications, their minimum observed values are given. 

For all modeis, within a single replication more than one variance 

can have a negative estimate, which mayor may not be due to dependencies 

between parameter estimates . Therefore, occasionally the relative 

frequency distribution of the number K of negative estimates of variances 

within a single replication is reported. 

In summary, tables of the kind described in this section give 

percentages of occurrence of non- convergence and improper 

soZutions among specified numbers of repZications. 

An example is found on page 57 and 58. A more detailed discussion of the 

two problems encountered here can be found in Boomsma (1982d). 

3.3b. Bias of parameter estimates 

The main table discussed in this section gives 

10 times , the ratio of the mean of the estimated parameters 

(the average across repZicationsJ and their corresponding popuZation 
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va l ue, minus one ; 10[(~ .. / w.)-ll, wher e w .. 
~J ~ ~J 

(i=I, •••• s; j=I, ••• ,NR). 

NR 
L W •• /NR, 

j= I ~J 

These tables show the relative bias of the parameter estimates based 

on NR replications. With small sample size, and with non-normal observed 

variables, the researcher is interested whether there is a systemati c 

under- or overestimation of the population parame ter values, given a 

correctly specified model. 

In some models the separate parameter values had a broad range 

(see for an example page 54). Therefore, 10 times the ratio ((;3 . . - w.) / w. 
~J ~ ~ 

is given, which is "value free", instead of 10 times the pure difference 

(~ .. - w.). 
~J ~ 

An example can be found on page 60 . An entry 3 means that the ratio 

equals 1. 3; the observed mean parameter estimate being considerably l a r ge r 

than the expected value. A blank means that the ratio ~ .. / w. l i es be t ween 
~J ~ 

0.95 and 1.0~, pointing a t no sub s t antia l di f fer ence. 

For the evaluation of bias primarily the arithmetic mean of the NR 

estimates was used. For a clear interpretation of centrality in the sampling 

distributions other location statistics are considered as weIl. From the 

literature it is known that the mean is of ten not the best estimator for 

a location parameter. The Princeton study of Andrews et al. (1972) indicates 

that in some situations the mean is the worst of all choices, and it stresses 

how worthwhile it might be to consider robust estimators, espec ially in 

small samples. On the basis of their results a robust es timator was chosen, 

which could be compared with the mean in the evaluation of bias. 

Although a suitable choice from the Princeton results is not without 

subjective preference, the so-called three-part descending M-estimator s , 

including the related sine-type M-estimator AMT, clearly have desirable 

properties. They are efficient for near-normal distributions, handling long 

and heavy tailed distributions, and outliers. The gener al principle of 

M-estimators is that the influence of observations at the extremes of a 

distribution is restricted and ultimately rejected; in simple terms 

an M-estimator can be viewed as a weighted mean. 

Our choice among the M-estimators was one from a three parameter 

family of estimators, introduced by Hampel and involving ~-functions 
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whose graphs are line segments: 

x I x I < a, 

a sign (x) a < I x I < b, 

Iji(x;a,b,c) .d& a b < I x I ~ c, c- b 

0 c < I x I 

b c x 

Fi gure 3.) Groph of the function ,,(xja.b, c ). 

The location estimate H is then found by solving 

NR 
L 1ji [(x(J') - H)/sll = 0 , 

j=1 
(3. I) 

where x(j) is an order statistic of the sample ~ = (xI'" "~R)' ,and sI 

is the median of the absolute deviations from the median. 

Given the Princeton results it was decided among the family of 

linear M-estimators to choose for estimator 12A ,which is indexed 

by a= 1.2, b=3.5 and c=8.0 (Figure 3.1 is drawn in this scale). "For 
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very broad resistance" 12A seems to be one of the best choices; 17A or 

AMT would have been proper choices as well (Andrews e t al., 1972 , p. 247). 

The iterative solution of (3.1), starting at the me dian of the NR 

observations, was performed in DISLIS by subroutine HAM3MD (o.c., chapter 

I I). The M-estimates will be denoted by w~., which corresponds to H in 
~J 

formula (3. I), and where H stands for Hampel's three-part descending 

estimate. 

Tables for bias evaluation of parameter estimat es using M-es timates 

for location are analogous to those discussed at the beginning of this 

section: the non-robust estimator w .. being replaced by the robust 

estimator w~. ~J 
~J 

TabZes with M-estimates thus aontain 10[(w~./w .)-ll. 
~J ~ 

With respect to bias it was decided to concentrate on the arithme tic 

mean 'and to use M-estimators as a check on sampling distributions,for a 

number of reasons. First,for . parameter estimates we expect nearly normal 
'" ~H distributions and thus small differences between w . . and w.. . Good 
~J ~J 

agreement between mean and M-estimate can also be expected because the 

number of replications on which the sampling distribution will be based 

shall be 300 (and occasionally 100). We do not expect that the mean will 

th en be a "horrible estimator·'. M-estimators are therefore used as a check 

on deviations in the shape of the expected distributions, and as a tool to 

neutralize the impact of outliers. As aresult, tables of such findings will 

be only presented if the robust estimator behaves substantially bet ter than 

the arithmetic mean. 

3. 3a Bias of estimates f or stan.dard errors 
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The main table described in this section gives 

10 t imes, the ratio of the mean of the estimated standard 

error s (the ave rage 

sponding popuZation 
NR 

aaross repZiaations J and their aorre

vaZue, minus one; 10[ (s~~ /sê )-1], 
w.. w. 

where s:;::e~ = L s~e~ /NR, 
~Jij j=1 Wij 

~J ~ 

(i=I, ... ,s; j=I, ... ,NR). 

An example can be found on page 62. First, note the difference 
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between sêw . . and sew .. Earlier (page 18),it was stated that asymptotically 

the standaràJerrors afe a function of diagonal elements of the inverse of 

Fisher's information matrix I. If this inverse is approximated given 

estimates w .. of w., the corresponding standard errors are indicated by 
l.J l. 

If, however, the inverse is approximated given the population sê~ 
w . • 

valMs, thus given W .. = w. , the standard errors are written as se 
l.J l. ~_I ~_I wi Implicitly, diagonal elements of I~ and I are compared. Both 

-w -w 
standard errors are dependent on thè sample - size N. And in both cases 

we write se because we refer to large sample estimates of the standard 

errors (cf. Jöreskog, 1981, p.75), although se 
w. 

is viewed as the 

"true" value. l. 

It is weIl known that the true values se depend on the sample 
I w. 

size N by a factor N-', and that the values ar~ of ten small compared 

to wi . In order to facilitate the comparison of results for different 

sample sizes, these results are presented in terms of la times the ratio 

(sê~ 
w •• 

- se )/se , instead of 
w. w. 

la times the difference (se~ - se ). A 
w.. W. 

l.J l. l. l. 

a table indicates that 0.95 
l.J 

blank in < fe~ /sê < 1.05. 
w.. W . 

l.J l. 

Analogous to what was discussed in section 3.3b the issue of robust 

location estimation is also relevant here. The M-estimate 12A, denoted by 

sê~ ,will only be reported when it behaves roticeab'l..y differently from 
w • . 

_ l.J 

s~e~ . Contrary 
w .. 

l.J 

is unknown. 

to parameter estimates, however, the distribution of sew . . 
l.J 

So far,we have concentrated on the bias of estimators for parameters 

and standard errors. Sometimes, as a point of lower priority,the varianee of 

these estimators around their own mean will be discussed as weIl, because 

the smaller the varianees the better the estimators . 

One step further is to consider the relationship between the varianee 

of parameter estimates and the true squared standard error se2 . One way to w. 
l. 

do this is to calculate the mean squared error of the parameter estimates 

W .. , which equals the sum of the 
l.J 

if multiplied by the appropriate 

varianee 

NR/s~e2 , 
w. 

l. 

NR ~ 2 ~ 2 NR ~ ::: 2 ~ 2 
L (w .. -w.) /se = L (w .. -w.) /se + 

j=1 l.J l. wi j=1 l.J l.j wi 

and the squared bias. In formula, 

( ::: ) 2/ ~ 2 NR w .. -wo se 
IJ 1 wi 

(3.2) 
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Under the null hypothesis th at the variance of w .. equals se
2 

the three 
1.J wi 

terms in this equation have a chi-square distribution with NR , NR-I and 

1 degree(s) of freedom, respectively (cf. Hays , 1970, p. 341 ff.).These 

quantities may serve as indicators of "deficiency" or "efficiency" of the 

parameter estimators, while they may ultimately be used to t est whether 

the mean squared errors, the variances and the biases of w .. are of expe c ted 
l.J 

s1.ze. 

Generally , tables of type band c will not be discussed extensively 

for one main reason. In practice the estimated standard error will always 

be used in relation to the corresponding parameter estimate. Obviously, the 

standard error is not computed for its own sake, as the sample estimate of the 

variance of w .. in a sample of size N, but as astatistic which is linked to 
lJ 

an individual parameter estimate. Therefore, a large part of results in 

chapters4 and 7 will consist of des criptions where that relationship is 

maintained. 

3. 3d Confidence intervals for parameters 

The table discussed here gives 

the percentage of repZications, minus five,in which wi does not l i e 

in the approximate 95% confidence interval w .. + 1.96 sê~ 
l.J Wij 

An example is found on page 63 • Confidence intervals for model 

parameters of interest are a useful statistical tooI, in which both the 

estimate and its reliability are indicated. Staying close to this research 

practice it was decided to compute from NR replications the percentage in 

which the true paramecer value wi falls outside the 95 % confidence interval. 

given by W .. + 1.96 se~ , where se~ is the estimate of the standard 
l.J - Wij Wij 

error calculated from the same replication as W ... 
l.J 

At first thought one would expect that five percent of the NR intervals 

do not cover w
i 

,for i=I, .•.• s. if all the statistical model assumptions 

would hold. There are some pitfalls for such a hasty interpretation, three 

of which are mentioned. 
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(i) For one single parameter the five percent expectation might be right, 

but one should note the limitations of such an expectation. Calling a 

success that w
i 

falls outside th e 95% confidence inte rval, as estimated 

through the approximation above, we have NR=300 experiments with unknown 

success probability TI . If TI=0.05,as expected, all values between 9 and 2 1 

[approximately the central 92% interval of the binomial (300,0.05) distri

bution] are more or l ess plausible. Therefore,in tables of t ype d with 

NR=300, numbers between [(9-15)/300]100= -2 and [(21-15)/300]100= 2 can 

easily be ascri~ed t o chance fluctuation. 

ai)For a given mode l suppose that t here is not just one parameter 

of prime interest, but instead all, or at least some other of the s un

known parameters as weIl. If the es timates of al l these parameters of 

interes t were i ndependent for a given samp Ie out of NR samp les , in 

principle there would be little t o worry about. (Concerns about the overall 

Type I error co uld be removed by appropriate adjustments.) However, the 

parameter estimates are of t en dependent. Between sparameter estimates 

positive as weIl as negative dependencies might occur (see also section 

3.3g) . Fortunately, it still remains true that the expectation of the 

percentage of confidence intervals not covering the true value is five, 

even if dependencies are involved. But within single repli cations the de

pendencies among different confidence intervals may be clearly visible. 

In section 3.4 it will be argued that our primary interest is a single 

parameter point of view. 

(Ui) Given the fact that in all models some parameters are vari'ances, 

we are confronted with boundary problems not reflected in the percen

tag~of these confidence intervals. In principle it is possible that the 

95% confidence interval for a variance has a negative lower bound, if 

no restrictions are imposed . In section 3.3a it was noted that LISREL 

allows negative point estimates of variances. 

3. 3e Confidence intervals for the mean of standardized parameter estimates 

Compared to the previous section a slightly different way to inspect 

the data is by looking at the standardized parameter estimates 
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q .. = (w .. - w.)/sê_ • (i=\ ••••• s; j=\, .•. ,NR). Here. also the emphasis 
LJ LJ L Wij 

is on the direct relationship between the estimate w .. and its corresponding 
LJ 

standard error se_ . In applied research this standardization is impli-
w •• 

citly used. for e~1mple to test whether wi equals zero or another constant, 

orto compute confidence intervals for w .• Therefore q .. , which in theory 
L LJ 

(asymptotically. under normality conditions) has a standard normal distri-

bution, is practically relevant. Note th at q .. is different from 
LJ 

(w .. - ~ .. )/8_ • where 8_ is the estimated standard deviation of 
LJ LJ Wij Wij 

estimated parameter i based on NR replications. In practice, where the 

researcher has only one sample the lat ter standardization, being a 

function of the paraneter estimates only. is impossible. 

Given q . . , as defined above. in NR replications a confidence interval 
LJ 

for its expected value can be computed. With a confidence of 95% such an 

interval is given by q .. + t 025; /NR!. where q .. = ~R q .. /NR, cr 
LJ -. qij LJ j=\ LJ qij 

is the estimated standard deviation of q .. based on NR observations. and 
LJ 

t. 025 is the .025 critical value of the Student t-distribution with NR-\ 

degrees of freedom. In the tables a blank. an R or an L indicates the 

relative position of the expected mean value of qij' which equals zero, 

with respect to these confidence bounds. 

In summary. the table described in this section gives an answer to 

the following question: 

popuZation vaZue of zero? 

does the confidence intervaZ q .. + t. 025 cr /NR! cover the 
LJ qij 

Anà the answer can be Blank = yes, R = tr~e value to the right, or 

L = true value to the left. An example can be found on page 63. 

3.3f NormaZity test for standardized parameter estimates 

So far, we have concentrated mainly on location statistics and tails 

of distributions. By looking at tables b through e indirectly the para

meters of the expected normal distribution of w .. are checked. 
LJ 

Rather than inspecting these salient characteristics, an overall test 

can be used to see whether the distribution of the standardized parameter 

estimates q .. is normal, as predicted by theory. 
LJ 
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There are several multivariate and univariate approaches for assessing 

joint and marginal normality, respectively . But whatever choice one makes 

the possibilities for departures from multivariate normality are many and 

varied. From that point of view the problem of choosing a single best test 

for assessing joint normality "would seem to be neither pragmatically 

sensible nor necessary" (Andrews, Gnanadesikan & Warner, 1973 , p . 95). 

"In practice, a single overall multivariate analysis of data is seldom 

sufficient or adequate by itself, and almost always it needs to be 

augmented by analyses of subsets of the responses, including univariate 

analyses of the original variables ." (Gnanadesikan, 1977, p. 97). 

Although marginal normality does not garantee joint normality, many 

types of non-normality are of ten reflected in the marginal distributions 

as weIl. Hence, to the authors cited above, it would be a "natural, simple 

and preliminary" step to study marginal normality for each of the variables. 

Given the difficulties encountered in testing joint normality, it was 

decided to combine ·univariate formal methods with informal graphical 

procedures to reveal relevant information . 

In 1972 Shapiro & Francia came up with an approximate \~ ' -test for 

univariate normality, which can be viewed as a modification of the 

W-statistic (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965). It was used to investigate whether 

q .. has a no rma I distribution (the test is scale and origin invariant). 
1J 

On page 38 it was discussed why q . . and not (w .. - @ . . )/a~ is 
1J 1J 1J Wij 

primarily of interest . The W'-test is a generally adequate test for 

non-normality (see also Shapiro, Wilk & Chen, 1968), which could reveal 

additionaZ information ab out the sampling distributions not covered by the 

tables discussed earlier. 

Shapiro & Francia (1972) have approximated the null distribution of 

W' by empirical sampling for a sample size ranging from 35 to 99 based 

on lOOD normal deviates, using expected values of normal order statistics 

given by Harter ( 1961). Their published empirical percentage points of 

the W'-test are not sufficient for our purposes . Dur maximum number of 

observations NR is 300; moreover, the published percentiles are based 

on lOOD replications only. Therefore, empirical percentage points for 

the number of replications in this study were calculated on the basis of 

10.000 generated deviates (Boomsma, 1982a). 

In order to evaluate tables of the kind discussed here,the empirical 
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percentage points of the null distribution of W' for NR=100,300 are pre

sented in Table 3. I. For each of the eleven percentage points also 

approximate 99 % confidence intervals are given, computed with formula 

11.2.11 from wilks (1962, p.332). 

Table 3. I Empirical quantiles of the approximate w'-test (Shapiro & 
Francia, 1972) for 100 and 300 observations, with their approximate 

99% confidenee intervals . 

99% 0 99 % 0 

quantile NR= IOO conf. interv. NR=300 conf .interv. 

I . 9645 .9623 . .9664 .9871 .9866 .9877 

5 .9744 .9738 .9750 .9907 .9904 .9909 

10 .9790 .9784 .9794 .9922 .9920 .992 3 

15 .9815 .9811 .9818 .9930 .99 29 .99 31 

20 .9833 .9829 .9836 .9936 .9935 .9937 

50 .9891 .9889 .989 3 .9957 .9956 .9957 

80 .99 27 .9925 .9928 .9970 .9970 .9971 

85 .9934 .9932 .9934 .9973 .9972 . 9973 

90 .9940 .9939 .9942 .9975 .9975 .9976 

95 .9949 .9948 .9950 .9979 .9978 .9979 

99 .9962 .9963 .9963 .9984 .9983 .9984 

It should be noted that small values of W', or large values of 

1000(I-W'), indicate non-normality. In terms of hypothesis testing this 

means, for NR=300, that a researcher would reject the hypothesis of a 

normal distribution with a Type I error a ~ .01 if 1000(1-W') ~ 12.9, and 

with .01 < a ~ . 20 if 1000(1-W') ~ 6.4 (approximately). For a quick glance at 

tables of the type presented in this section rejection of the latter tests 

are indicated by the symbol t (a~ .01) and * (.01 < a ~ .20),respectively. 

For more specific details the reader should consult Table 3.1. 
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In summary, tables of this type give 

1000(I-W'), where w'is a test statistic for normality (Shapiro & 

Francia, 1972) of standardized parameter estimates q ... The 
1.J 

symbol t means that 1000(I-W') has a probability of exceedance 

p ~ .01, the symbol * means .01 < P ~ .20. 



at 

An example can be found on page 65. Although numbers like the 

W'-statistic give an indication of the size of overall departures from 

normality, they do not reveal where deviations in the distribution of q .. 
~J 

occur. Graphical tools may be of same help here, in addition to the 

inspec tion of statistic s like the median, the mean and moments of hi ghe r 

order. 

3. 3g Dependeneies among parameter estimates 

The table described in this s ection gives 

100 times the differenee between the absoZute vaZue of the 

Pearson produet~oment eorreZation p(w. ,w.,) of parameter 
~ ~ 

estimates w. and w., ( i ol i') eaZeuZated aeross NR 
~ ~ 

repZieations , and the absoZute vaZue of the eorresponding 

asymptotie vaZue P(wi,wi ,); in shor t 100( [PO[ - [PEl). 

An example is found on page 69 • Earli e r (page 37 ) i t was noticed 

t hat of ten the results for individual parameters are not independent. One 

way to investigate the degree of such dependencies is to calculate Pears on 

product-moment correlations among parameter estimates w ... One step further 
~J 

is to compare these empirical correlations with the asymptotic correlations 

in the population, based on the estimated inverse of the information matrix 

given w .. = w~ (with an option in LISREL-IV this can be easily done). 
~J • 

Differences between observed and theoretical correlations for different 

sample sizes can then be inspected ön their closeness to zero. 

Here, clearly two questions are dealt with: (i) are the observed 

correlations close to expectations? ( a pure robustness question); (ii) 

how large are the dependencies involved? (a question of how to interpret 

results in other tables). 

The following notation is used: correlations between pairs of parameter 

estimates (w.,w.,) based on NR replications are indicated by p(w.,w . ,), 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

shortly PO; the corresponding expected correlations are indicated by 

p(w. ,w.,), shortly P
E

. For the latter an estimation sign is used because 
~ ~ 

these correlations are estimated by approximations based on Fisher's 

information matrix; the notation is thus analogous to that used for 
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standard errors (see page 35). It should be noted, that the expected 

correlation is independent of sample size N, unlike the expected standard 

errors. 

In the Monte Carlo results with a few exceptions the sign of Po equals 

that of PE. The interpretation of Ipol - I~EI is thus straightforward. A 

positive value of ]OOClpol - IpEI) rneans that the observed dependency 

between parameter estimates is larger than the expected one. 

Because the complete correlation matrix of parameter estimates may 

be quite large, it was decided not te look at all possible pairs of 

parameters, but at a selected number of them. On the basis of the ex

pected correlation matrix the selection of pairs of parameters went 

as follows: start with the first parameter w] and select the absolute 

highest correlation, next go to the second parameter w
2 

and take the 

absolute highest correlation under pairs of parameters not yet selected, 

and so on, until a choice for Ws is made. 

3.3h Dependencies between parameter estimates and their corresponding 

standard error 

The table in this section gives 

Pearson product-moment oorrelations oCw .. . se A ). calculated 
1.J' w .. 

across NR repZications. between parameter es~tmates and their 

corresponding standard error. 

An example can be found on page 69 . It is weIl known that there 

is arelation between w arld the correponding vector of standard errors 

seA , because the elements of the latt~r are based on elements of the 
-w 

estimated inverse of the information matrix IA, which is conditional -w 
on @ . The dependencies between estimates of parameters and standard 

errors are expressed in terms of Pearson product-moment correlations. 

Occasionally, for a single parameter a scatter plot of the relationship 

is presented in order to give the reader some idea about joint and marginal 

dis tributions. 

It should be noted that the size and the sign of the correlations 

have an effect on the results of the confidence intervals. Tables of type h 
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may be of help when interpreting such results. In addition, they reveal 

information which cannot be found elsewhere: the LISREL program does 

not give estimates of such correlations. Therefore, despite the fact 

that these tables do not contain robustness results, they are of interest 

both by themselves and from an interpretation point of view. 

3.3i The ah i -square statistia for goodness of fit 

The table discussed here gives 

distributional aharaateristias of the ahi - square statistia 

for goodness of fit. [formula (2.10); page 19] 

An example can be found on page '71 . To evaluate the sampling 

distribution of the goodness of fit statistic a two-sided Kolmogorov

Smirnov one sample test was performed using IMSL-routine NKS 1 (see 

IMSL, 1982 ). From the output of th at routine only the probability level 

P(KS) of the two-sided test is given. 

Tables of this type also show the difference between the observed 

and the expected values of five distributional statistics: median, mean, 

standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis. In evaluating the size of 

such differences the standard error of the observed value of these 

statistics, based on NR replications, should be taken into account. 

Furthermore, the percentage of observed chi-square values larger than 

the theoretical 95-th quantile is depicted. 

3.3j Graphs 

In addition to the tables described above, occasionally graphs will 

be used to illustrate the findings. Two main types of graphs are shown: 

1. Histograms of empirical sampling distributions in combination with 

their theoretical density function. Such graphs are applied to the 

standardized parameter estimates q .. (normal density function) as well 
1.J 

as to the goodness of fit estimate (chi-square denstiy function). 

2. QQ-plots for these estimates, comparing observed and theoretical 
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quantiles. For det ailed descriptions of such probability plots see 

Wilk & Gnanadesikan (1968) or Gnanadesikan (1977). 

An example of both types of graphs can be found on page 66 . 

3. 4 AdditionaZ considerati ons 

It will have been noticed that almost all statistical measures 

mentioned in section 3.3 were computed from a univariate type of 

approach: this study emphasizes individual model parameters rather 

than vectors of parameters. 

The question whether estimators for s parameters are biased or 

not (tables of type b) would allow for a multivariate approach: test 

with a one sample Hotelling's T2 statistic whether the expectation 

of w equals ~ . Questions of type d could be tackled in a multivariate 

way by counting the percentage of NR vectors ~ lying outside a 95 % 

s-variate confidence region. Likewise for questions of type e one 

could look whether the null vector lies within a 95% confidence region 

(cf. Morrison, 1976). 

We prefer a univariate approach, because in practical research 

the user is seldom interested in all elements of ~. More of ten the 

researcher's main interest is in two or three out of sparameters. It 

should also be realized that the different parameters in a specific model 

are usually of a different type: errors of measurement or uniquenesses 

are not the same as factor loadings or as structural parameters. Since 

it is expected that the effect of departures from assumptions is not the 

same for different types of parameters, specific results are necessary from 

the start. It could very weIl be that a multivariate test to decide whether 

or not to pay addi tional at tention to specific uni variate results would 

be an inadequate criterion. AIso, since the multivariate tests referred 

to above emphasize a linear combination of the parameters one might 

wonder whether such a linear combination is meaningful for parameters 

of different types, and what rejection or acceptance of such tests means. 

We believe, that the most common practice in structural analysis is, 

and will be, to restrict interest to a limited number of individual para

meters, not to all parameters for a single model, nor to a linear 
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combination of some, let alone all parameters . What we really want to 

know is what the effect of assumption violations is on specific parameters , 

or classes of parameters. 

Nevertheless, when using LISREL in a research setting two strategies 

might be advocated. First, one can look at univariate "t-statistics" 

(w./sê~ ), or at approximate confidence intervals of type d to test 
~ w. 

~ 

the parameters of interest with a suitable choice of Type I errors. 

Second, given an estimate of the covariance matrix of the parameter 

estimates, one could, in practice, perform a multivariate test only for 

the parameters of interest with the option of additional univariate 

investigations. 
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